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The South African government plans to deploy 25,000 troops after days of widespread looting and violence. The military deployment - to counter riots sparked by the jailing of former President Jacob ...
South Africa looting: Government to deploy 25,000 troops after unrest
Nigerian Physicians under the aegis of the West African College of Physicians (WAPC) have expressed worry about the majority of Nigerians who have lost their guards in fighting the Coronavirus ...
Coronavirus: Nigerians have let down their guards - Physicians lament
It is clear now that the events of the past week were nothing less than a deliberate, coordinated and well-planned attack on our democracy.
We will spare no effort to bring those responsible for planning and coordinating the violence to justice
Dr Johan Marais spends his days reconstructing the faces of rhinos that have been left barely alive, in fields across South Africa, after savage attacks from poachers. The horn of a rhino is made of ...
Deep dive: The wild vet helping reconstruct the faces of rhino
SouthAfricaIsBurning: President Cyril Ramaphosa has labelled the #looting and violence in Gauteng and KZN over the past week an attempt at
'Smokescreen for economic sabotage : President Cyril Ramaphosa s full speech on SA unrest
The Chairman, Community Health of the WACP Nigeria, Dr ... Africa and 3rd lowest in the world.

a popular insurrection

. Read his full address to the nation ...

The country leadership needs to take urgent steps to reduce preventable deaths and improve the quality ...

Nigerians have let down guards, says physicians
A "deliberate attack on democracy" in SA. That's how President Cyril Ramaphosa described the recent violent riots in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal. He also said the state was "poorly prepared" to deal ...
IN FULL ¦ Ramaphosa admits state was 'poorly prepared' to deal with riots
Update by President Cyril Ramaphosa on security situation in the country . My Fellow South Africans, Earlier today, I visited the areas of KwaMashu, Springfield, Mobeni and Umlazi ...
President Cyril Ramaphosa: Update on security situation in the country
President Cyril Ramaphosa addressed the nation on Friday night after deadly riots and looting which claimed the lives of more than 200 people.
FULL SPEECH: President s address on security situation in SA
This unusual predatory behavior has been witnessed in three parts of the world: California, South Africa and Australia ... Van Go, Where We Call Home and more. Available library series include ...
TV Best Bets for July 15
An elated mother and daughter have just completed their university studies in the same year. Both law students, the mom bagged an LLD while her daughter an LLB.
Proud Mom and Daughter Duo Graduate on Same Day: Dr Mommy
The government yesterday warned of a possible eruption of the third wave of Covid-19 infections, calling on citizens ... cases globally and in the African continent. Dr Subi said the Ministry ...
Tanzania: Govt Warns of Third Wave of Covid-19 Infections
During the past few decades, researchers have probed more deeply into what some scholars call a

psychological ... and mob violence in South Africa

s two most populous provinces, volunteers by the ...

Today s Premium Stories
It has been said before that Africa is one of the richest continents in the world but the poorest and colonialism was blamed for Africa's problems before ...
The Gods Sleep Through It All: A collection of essays
Africa Melane chats to military and defence analyst Helmoed Heitman about members of the SANDF deployed to assist police amid unrest and looting.
SANDF deployed but the police are still calling the shots, says defence analyst
Namibia is currently witnessing what could become one of the most spectacular explorational oil plays in recent memory, and one Canadian driller is at the center of this brand-new, potential blue-sky ...
Update On The World s Most Exciting Oil Play: Interview With Recon Africa s Jim Granath
Shark Week 2021 kicks off today (Sunday, July 11) with Crikey! It s Shark Week at 8 p.m. ET on. Specials and exclusives will also stream on Discovery Plus. The ocean's top predator takes the spotlight ...
How to watch Shark Week 2021 online, even without cable
CNBC Africa provides content from APO Group as a ... depend on the park

s resources and activities. The government of DR Congo needs to put the environment and the people first, as opposed ...
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